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RINGS OF DIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS

ON INVARIANT RINGS OF TORI

IAN M. MUSSON

Abstract. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero and G a torus

acting diagonally on k\ For a subset ß of s = (1,2, ...,í},set lia = {u e ks | u¡ # 0

if /' e ß}. Then G acts on 0(Uß), the ring of regular functions on Uß, and we study

the ring D(ß(Uß)ü) of all differential operators on the invariant-ring.

More generally suppose that A is a set of subsets of s, such that each invariant

ring ß(Uß)G, ß e k, has the same quotient field. We prove that r\ßelD(&(Uß)G) is

Noetherian and finitely generated as a A-algebra.

Now G acts on each D(6(Uß)) and there is a natural map

0:   fl D(e>(Uß))C -  f} Di&ilißf) = D(Y,/G)
/SeA /3eA

obtained by restriction of the differential operators. We find necessary and sufficient

conditions for 6 to be surjective and describe the kernel of 8.

The algebras f)ßsS D(dJ(Uß))G and Cl/isA D((S(Uß)a) carry a natural filtration

given by the order of the differential operators. We show that the associated graded

rings are finitely generated commutative algebras and are Gorensetin rings. We also

determine the centers of Dße A D(0(Uß,)G and rißl=±D(0(Uß)G)'.

Introduction. Throughout this paper k will be an algebraically closed field of

characteristic zero. If K is a commutative /c-algebra we denote by D0iK) the set of

Â>linear maps K -* K and if p > 1 a ^-linear map f:K^>K belongs to L>piK)

provided the map [/, r] defined by [/, r\s) = f(rs) — rf(s) for s g K belongs to

Dp_x(K) for all reí. The set D(K) = Up>0Dp(K) forms a subring of Endk(K)

called the ring of differential operators on K. We consider K as a left D(K )-module

where/- r = f(r) for all /e D(K), r (E K.

The ring of differential operators on the invariant ring of a finite group acting on

a polynomial ring has been studied in [Ka, LI and L2]. We carry out a similar study

for the invariant ring of a torus.

We assume that the torus G acts on ks as a group of diagonal matrices. If ß is a

subset of s = {1,2,..., s}, then G acts oní/p= {« g Â:51 «7 # 0 if 7 g ß}. Also G

acts on ^(í/^) via (gf)(u) = f(g~lu) for g G G, / g ^(LJg), w G ¿7^. More generally

suppose that for some set of subsets A of s we have Y = öß<=AUß, where each

invariant ring ß(Uß)G has the same quotient field F. Then each D(0(Uß)c) is a
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subring of D( F ) and we define

D(Y,/G)=   fi  D(0(Uß)G).

Theorem A. With the above notation D(Y^/G) is Noetherian and finitely generated

as a k-algebra.

If A consists of a single subset A = {/?} then D(YJG) = Di6iUß)G). However

the ring 0(Uß)G does not in general reflect the geometry of the orbit space Uß/G

very well. A simple example of this is where G = GL(1) acts on 11^ = ks by scalar

multiplication. Then the origin O is the only closed orbit, and (ÍA — 0)/G = Ps_1

but ßiU^f = k.
However, there are many nonconstant global differential operators on P'"1; see

[BB, Example 3.10a]. The definition of D(YA/G) given above is designed to

accommodate such examples.

We shall write D(Uß) and D(Y) in place of Di&iUß)) and D((S(Y)).

The group G acts on D(Uß) via (g ■ d)(f) = g(d(g~lf)) for /g &(Uß), d g

D(Uß), and g g G. Moreover there is a natural map 6ß: D(Uß)G -» D(0(Uß)°)

which is obtained by restriction of the differential operators. Taking intersections

over ß g A, we obtain a map

6:D(Y)G=  D  D(Ußf^  fl  D(o(Uß)G) = D(Y,/G).
ySeA 0eA

In Theorem B below we obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for 6 to be

surjective and describe the kernel of 9. The corresponding result for the action of a

finite group on a polynomial ring is proved in [Ka, Chapter III, Théorème 4 and LI,

Théorème 5].

The statement of Theorem B is given at the beginning of §2. It is formulated in

terms of certain convex rational polyhedral cones which are related to the invariant

rings of a torus. For other results on invariant rings of tori which use this approach

see [Ho and Ke].

This paper is organized as follows. In §1 we assemble the results we need on rings

of invariants of tori acting on 0(Uß) and convex cones. Theorem B is proved in §2.

In §3 we describe the centers of D(Y)G and D(YA/G) (see Theorem C and

Corollary 3.4) and in Corollary 3.6, obtain an important special case of Theorem B.

In §4 we filter the rings D(Y)C and D(Y^/G) by the order of the differential

operators, and show that the associated graded rings are finitely generated commuta-

tive algebras. Theorem A follows easily from this. We also show that these graded

rings are Gorenstein rings (Theorem D). This allows us to deduce homological

information about modules over D(Y)G and D(YA/G); see [L2, Théorème 4.4].

In our companion paper [M] we give some examples and indicate some applica-

tions to enveloping algebras of some semisimple Lie algebras.

Index of notation. Z+, Q+ refer to the set of nonnegative integers and rational

numbers, respectively.
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Other symbols used frequently in the text are given below in order of appearance.

Introduction. DpiK), D(K), s, Uß, A, Y = Uß^Uß, DiY)G, D(Yà/G), 0ß, 6.

IT. Hf, Hf°
13. QA, <j>, *, r, x» f¡
1A T„ m„ Aß, V, H„ Y, M, N

2.0. &„ a, J

22. Q¡, P„ A, I(\)

23. AQ, Q(X)

2A 2_

2;5.AMQ(X),0,fl(X),SMi„Sx
2A. t„ q„ p¡, B, BQ, Up(\), W/liI.(X)

2^8. /

31. Z(R), Q(R),GK(R)

33. I,

4T. /„ a„ gt(r), e„ d„ nx, n2
AS. Kd(M), d(M), grade(M)

A.lQ.trdegk(R)

1. Convex cones and rings of invariants of tori.

1.1. If /g (Q")* a subset of the form Hf= {X e Q"|/(X) > 0} is called a

half space in Q". We sometimes write i/y0 for ker/. Given a finite set 5 = { vx,..., vs)

in Q", the convex rational polyhedral cone, cone(S) spanned by S is the set
s

cone(S) = £ QV
i = i

Theorem, (a) If S is a finite subset of Q", then cone(5) is a finite intersection of

halfspaces. Moreover, if S spans Q", then cone(5) = f)jefH¡ where the halfspaces

H¡, i G /, are determined as those halfspaces H such that H° contains n — 1 linearly

independent elements of S.

(b) Conversely any finite intersection of halfspaces in Q" has the form cone(.S) for

some finite set S.

Proof. This is the analogue for cones of the fact that a nonempty subset of Q" is

a convex polytope if and only if it is a bounded polyhedral set [B, Theorem 9.2].

When S spans Q" we call the halfspaces H¡ of Theorem 1.1(a) the bounding

halfspaces of cone(S). In the terminology of [B] these are the supporting halfspaces

which intersect cone(S) in a facet. If H is a bounding halfspace of cone(S) then H°

will be called a bounding hyperplane.

1.2. Lemma. Suppose C = Hx n H2C\ ■ ■ ■ n H'r is an intersection of halfspaces in

Q" and that C spans Q". Then any bounding halfspace of C is equal to some H¡.

Proof. Suppose H = {v g Q" | f(v) > 0} is a bounding halfspace different from

each H¡ = {v g Q" | /.(d) > 0}. Since H° n C contains n - 1 linearly independent

elements, there exists v g H° n C such that v £ Hf. Adding the elements obtained

in this way we obtain u with f(u) = 0 and f¡(u) > 0 for i = 1,..., r. The idea now

is to perturb u slightly to obtain an element u' of C which does not lie in H.
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There exists w g Q" such that f(w) = -1. Let f¡(u) = e, > 0 and f(w) = 8¡. If

Ô, > 0 for 1 < / < r, then w' = « + w is the desired element. If 8¡ < 0 for some i, let

À = min{ - e¡/8¡ | 1 < / < r and 8¡ < 0}, so X > 0.

We set w' = w + Aw. Then it is easily checked that f(u') ^ 0 for 1 <; i < r, so

«' g C, but f(u') = -\ < 0 so u' £ H and H is not a bounding halfspace of C.

1.3. We next characterize certain semigroups which we shall be interested in. An

additive abelian semigroup A is normal if it is finitely generated, cancellative, and

whenever px, p2, p3 G A with px + np2 = np2 for a positive integer n, there exists

p4 g A with px = np4. In this situation A can be embedded in a finitely generated

abelian group (ZA for example). However the definition of normality is independent

of the embedding. For A a subsemigroup of Z", we write kA = span(ix|X g Z"}.

Proposition. For a semigroup A the following are equivalent:

(1) A is normal.

(2) For any field k, kA is an integrally closed Noetherian domain.

(3) Forsomes > t > 0, A is isomorphic to a semigroup of the form (Z'+X Zi_') n V,

where V is a subspace of QJ and under this isomorphism dim Q A = n.

(4) For some t, n > 0, A is isomorphic to a semigroup of the form Z" n Hx

n • • • n //, where the H¡ are halfspaces in Q", aW under this isomorphism ZA = Z".

In the proof that (4) =» (3) we may take s = t + n.

Proof. The proof of the equivalence of (l)-(3) can be adapted from the proof of

[Ho, Proposition 1],

(4) => (3). Assume A = Z" n Hx n • • • DH, where H¡ = [v G Q"|/,0) > 0}.

Define y, = /,(*[,..., x„) for / = 1,..., t. Then y, G Z+ for (xx,..., x„) g A. The

map ixx,...,xn)-> iyx,...,y,,xx,...,x„) is an isomorphism of QA onto the

subspace V of Q'+" defined by the equations Y¡=f¡iXx,..., Xn). Clearly the

restriction of this map to A maps A isomorphically onto (Z'+x Z") n V.

(3) => (4). We assume A = (Z'+xZî_')nF and show A is isomorphic to a

semigroup of the form Z" n Hx D ■ ■ ■ nH, as in part (4). We can choose a basis

vx,..., f„ for QA such that vx,..., v„ generate ZA as a group. Then we define an

isomorphism <i>:  QA -» Q" by ♦(Z?_iX/p/) = (Xlf...,X„). Clearly ^ maps ZA

isomorphically onto Z". Let \p be the composite Q" -* QA ç Qs. Define \p*:

(Q>)* ̂  (Q")* by (rg)(v) = g(Hv)) for g G (Q*)*, u g Q». Let x, g (Q')* be
the coordinate functions defined by x,(p) = p, for p = (px,..., ¡is) g Qs and for

i = 1,..., i define /, = ^*x¡ g (Q")*. Let H¡ be the halfspace H,,= {u e Q" | /,(t;)

,> 0}. We claim that $ maps A isomorphically onto Z" n Hx n • • ■ n//r

Certainly <i>(A) ç Z", since <i>(ZA) = Z". If A g A, then /,-(«/>(X)) =

(i//*x,.)(<í)(X)) = x,(t//(«í)(A))) = x¿(A) > 0 since 1//°^ is just the inclusion Q A ç QJ.

Hence </>(X) g H, and 4>(A) ç Z" n Hx n ■ ■ ■ DH,.

Finally, given p g Z" n Hx n ■ • ■ n//, there exists À G ZA with <#>(A) = ¡u, since

<í>: ZA -^ Z" is an isomorphism. The computation above shows that x,(X) > 0 for

i = 1,..., / so X G A and <j>: A -> Z" C) Hx C\ ■ ■ ■ C\H, is the desired isomorphism.

The maps <¡>, \p, and \p* constructed above will play an important role in §2.
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1.4. We now interpret our work in terms of rings of invariants of tori. Assume that

G = GL(l,fc)' is a torus acting on  0iUs) = k[Tx±l,.. .,Tx±l] so that for g =

(gl,...,g,.)GG,

(1) K-T^Uzï-Tj    where a,., g Z.
, = i

It is easily checked that a monomial Tx is fixed by G if and only if m,(X) = 0 for

1 < i < r where

(2) m¡= ¿a,-Äe.(QT-
7 = 1

It follows that &iUß)G = kAß, a semigroup algebra, where

A^ = (X g Zv|w,(X) = Oforl < / < r, Xy ̂  0 if j <£ /?}.

Let F= {X G QJ|m,(X) = 0 for 1 < /' < r}, and //,. = {X G QS|X, > 0}. Then

A^ = Z5 n F n riyé^ //y is a semigroup of the type described in statement (3) of

Proposition 1.3, and OiUs)G = kAswhere As = Zs n F.

Conversely given A^, As of this form, we may assume the vector space V is the

solution space of a system of linear equations as in (2), define an action of a torus G

on &(US) as in (1), and then we obtain &(US)G = kAs and 0(Uß)G = kAß.

It is often useful to regard our torus G as á subtorus of the torus Y = GL(1)J

which consists of all invertible linear transformations represented by diagonal

matrices on the basis Tx,..., Ts. For g = (g,,..., gs) g Y we have gT¡ = g¡T¡, so if

we define T¡ig) = g¡ then TX,...,TS generate the character group M = M(Y) of Y

and

g- Tx= Tx(g)Tx    for g G T, X G Z'.

The correspondence X <-> Tx allows us to switch between additive and multiplica-

tive notation for M. We obtain an induced action of Y on Zv by

g-X = Tx(g)X    for g g T, X g Zs.

If A = A(T) is the group of one parameter subgroups of Y there is a pairing ( , ):

N X M -* Z defined by

7^U(g)) = g(A'X)    for g g k, x g A, X g M.

Let %!,..., xs be the basis for N such that T,(xy(g)) = gs,\ for all g g k, where

5,7 is the Kronecker delta. We also write x(X) = (x, X). Then x,(X) = X, and

xx,..., xs can be viewed as coordinate functions on ZJ.

Lemma. There exists a subset ß' of s containing ß such that 0(Uß)G = 6(Uß.)G and

the distinct bounding halfspaces of Q + Aß = Q^A^- are precisely the halfspaces

QA^ n Hj withj £ ß'.

Proof. By Lemma 1.2 any bounding halfspace of Q +A^ has the form QA/; n H¡

where j £ ß. Simply choose a subset ß' containing ß so the distinct bounding

halfspaces have the form QA^ n H¡ where j € ß'.
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1.5. In the situations described above where &iUs)G = kAs, <7>iUß)G = kAß, it is

possible to have ZA^ strictly contained in the group As = Zs n V. However if we

are given Aß = Zs n V D C\j<Eß Hj for some subspace V of QA^ then since A^ ç

QAß ç F we obtain Aß çz Zs n QA¿, n Dj€ß ^.çZ'nFn f)jeß H] = Aß.

Hence A^ = Z5 n QA^ n f)jmß Hj, and we could replace V by QA^ in the

definition of A^. We also note

Lemma. ZA^ = Z1 n QA^.

Proof. If X g Zs n QA^, there is an integer p > 1 such that pX g ZA^. Hence

pX = Xx - X2 for Xj, X2 g Aß, so pX = pXx - X3 where X3 = X2 + (p - l)Xx g

Aß n pZs = pAß. Therefore X3 = pX4 for some X4 g A^ and X = Xx - X4 g ZA^.

Since the inclusion ZA^ çZ!D QA^ is obvious this proves the result.

1.6. Applying the procedure outlined after Proposition 1.3 to A^ and ZA^ we

obtain

Corollary. Given an action of a torus G on @(US) we may extend the action of G to

a larger torus G' so that &(Uß)G' = kAß and &(US)G' = kZAß.

There is no loss of generality in assuming that the torus G acts faithfully on &(US)

and we shall always do so. This is equivalent to requiring that the equations wy(x),

j = 1,..., r, are linearly independent. If &(Uß)G = kAß, then the Krull dimension

of 0(Uß)G is equal to the rank of ZA^. Thus by linear algebra

dim6(Uß) - dimG = s- r = dim0(Us)G > dim&(Uß)G.

Here dim G = r is the dimension of G as an algebraic group, and the dimensions of

the rings are their Krull dimensions. We say that G satisfies the dimension equality

on <7>iUß) provided dim6iUß)G = dim6(Uß) — dimG. By Lemma 1.5 this is equiva-

lent to the requirement that ZA^ = As. By Corollary 1.6 we may assume the

dimension equality holds by embedding G in a larger torus without changing
ö(Uß)c.

1.7. Lemma. Suppose A = (Zr+ xZ5_r) n V and that QA n kerX[ is a bounding

hyperplane of Q + A. If xx(ZA) = aZ for some a > 0 then there exists X g A such

that xx(X) = a.

Proof. By assumption xxiX') = a for some X' g ZA. Let 77,= (X g QJ|xy(X)

> 0}. For 2 <7 < r we consider three cases which may arise. If QA ç 77° then

XjiX') = 0; in this case let Uj = 0. In the other cases QA Pi 77,° has codimension one

inQA.

Suppose next that 77° n QA = Hf n QA. Then Hx n QA = H/ n QA or Hx n

QA = ( — Hj) n QA. Since QA % Hf there exists p g A with xx(p) > 0, and so

a G Hx n QA but p £ (~Hj) n QA. Therefore Hx D QA = Hf n QA, so x,(X')

> 0 in this case and we set Uj = 0.

Finally suppose that 77° n QA and Hf n QA are distinct subspaces of codimen-

sion one in QA. Then Hf n QA % Hf and since Hf n A spans Hf n QA, there

exists Uj g Hf n A with u¡ € Hf. Therefore *,(«,-) = 0 and x/w,) > 0.
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Set u = u2 + ■ ■ ■ + ur g A. Then x,(w) = 0 and in the first two cases xy(X') > 0

and Xjiu) > 0, while in the last case xy(«) > 0. If we set X = X' + Nu for a

sufficiently large positive integer N, then X will satisfy the conditions of the lemma.

1.8. We make one further reduction. Suppose A^ = ZJ' n V n ¡~)j€ß H} and the

groups ZA^ are equal for all ß g A. For all j such that QA c£ kerxj, let XjfZAß)

= a¿Z where a¡ > 1. We define an isomorphism <j>: Qs -» QJ by <HXi, • • •, Xv) =

i(ix,..., fis) where p7 = X; if QA c kerxj and p; = X^/öy otherwise. Let \p = <t>~1

and as in the proof of Proposition 1.3 define \p*: (QJ)* -» (Q*)* by (^*f)iv) =

fi^iv)). Let V çz Qs be the solution space to the equations m'j = t//*w7, 1 <y < r.

Then <i> maps A^ isomorphically onto the semigroup A'^ = Z" n V nf)Jiß 77, and

x-iZA^) = Z for all j £ ß. In terms of fixed rings of tori we have shown the

following lemma.

Lemma. There exists an action of G' = G on ks such that for all ß G A, &iUß)G' =

kA'ß = k Aß and for all j <£ ß, xy(ZA^) = Z.

1.9. If G satisfies the dimension equality, the reduction achieved in the previous

lemma has an interesting interpretation in terms of pseudoreflections.

Lemma. Assume G satisfies the dimension equality on &iUß). If &iUß)G = kAß

then XjiZAß) = Z if and only if G contains no nonidentity pseudoreflection fixing the

hyperplane defined by Xj = 0,

Proof. Without loss of generality/ = 1. If G contains a pseudoreflection of the

form (w, 1,...,1) where u is a primitive wth root of unity, m > 1, then kAß =

OiUß)G çz &iUs)G ç k[T1±m,T2±1,...,Ts±1]md x^ZA^) ç mZ.

Conversely, assume x^ZA^) = mZ where m > Y For g g Y, X g Zs we have

g ■ Tx = Txig)Tx. Hence &iUs)G = Span{T* |X g Zj, G ç KerTA}. Since

xxiZAß) = mZ and ZA^ = As by the dimension equality, we have &iUs)G c

k[Txkm,T2±1,...,Ts±l\ Hence the pseudoreflection g = (w, 1,..., 1) fixes 0(t/s)G

where w is a primitive wth root of unity. Therefore g G KerTx for all ÀeZ1 such

that G çz KerT\ However by [Hu, Proposition 16.1] G = nKerTx where the

intersection is over those kernels of characters which contain G. Hence g g G as

required.

1.10. Example. If G does not satisfy the dimension equality on &iUß) the above

result may fail to hold.

Let G = GUI, k)2 and let G act on K = k[Tx, T2, T3, T4] by g • 7} = U¡gf"7*

where

K>=(-1       0       -1       2   J'
Then Tx G KG if and only if X satisfies

X[ - X2 - 2X4 = 0    and    X, ̂  0,
-X, -X3 + 2X4 = 0.

Adding these equations we find X2 + X3 = 0. Therefore X2 = X3 = 0, and KG = kA

where A = Z+(2,0,0,1). Hence xt(ZA) = 2Z. However if g g G is a pseudoreflec-

tion fixing the hyperplane defined by xx = 0, then from g • T2 = T2 and g • T3 = T3,

it follows that gx = g2 = 1 so g = 1.
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2. Rings of differential operators.

2.0. We explain the notation for halfspaces and hyperplanes which we will be

using from now on. Let x, be the coordinate functions on Q1, y7¡= {A g Qv | x,(X)

t> 0}, and Jiff = kerx,. Let /, be the restriction of x, to QA, H¡ = ¿f¡C\ QA, and

Hf = Jiff n QA = kerf¡. Identifying QA with Q" by means of the isomorphism <j>,

we have f¡ = \p*x¡ as in Proposition 1.3.

We are now able to formulate Theorem B. Suppose the torus G = GL(l)r acts on

^ = UpeA.t/0 as in the introduction. For each ß g A, 6(Uß)G = kAß where

Ap= {X g Zs\m¡(\) = Oforl < / < r, Xy > Oif j í ß]

as described in §1. Since for each ß g A, /cA^ has the same quotient field, the

groups ZA^ are equal for/? G A, and we write ZA = ZA^ and similarly QA = QA^

for any/? g A.

The conditions for 6 to be surjective are expressed in terms of the relationship

between the halfspaces in Qs determined by the coordinate hyperplanes and their

restriction to the subspace QA. By Lemma 1.2 if ß g A, any bounding halfspace of

Q + A^ has the form QA njr] where QA £ ^ ° and j <£ ß. We call the set of

such halfspaces as ß runs over A, the induced halfspaces of QA. That is set

a = {j G s|QA <£ Jff, and j <£ Oß^iß}- Then an induced halfspace of QA is of

the form QA n Jfj with j g a. We say that a differential operator d g 7)(í/s) is

homogeneous if for every monomial / G 0(U%) we have d ■ f =Xf for some X g k,

depending on /.

Theorem B. (1) The map 6: D(Y)G -» D(YA/G) is surjective if and only if

(a) The induced halfspaces of QA are distinct.

(b) Every induced halfspace of QA is a bounding halfspace of Q + A» for some

ß g A.
(c) // QA n J(7¡  is an induced halfspace of QA then x,(ZA) = Z.

(2) Let J be the left ideal of Z)(i/S)G generated by all first order homogeneous

differential operators which vanish on kZA. Then Ker0 = J C\ D(Y)G.

We give some examples to illustrate conditions (a)-(c) of Theorem B part (1) at

the end of this section. We also show that the definition of D(YA/G) may depend on

A and not just on Y and G.

In Proposition 3.7, we show how conditions (a)-(c) of (1) can be achieved without

changing D(YA/G) up to isomorphism.

To prove Theorem B we shall obtain explicit descriptions of the rings D(Y)G,

D(Yà/G), and the map 6.

2.1. Lemma. If K is a commutative k-algebra and r7> a multiplicatively closed subset

of K consisting of regular elements, then any differential operator on K has a unique

extension to Kv. In addition D(K)= {x G D(K#) \x ■ K çz K}.

Proof. See [H, Lemma 2].

2.2. Let k[Qx,..., Qs, Px,..., Ps] be the sth Weyl algebra over k with generators

Qr P¡ satisfying [P¡,Q¡] = 8tJ where [a, b] = ab - ba. We regard this ring as the

ring of differential operators on k[Tx,..., T] where Q¡ acts as multiplication by T¡
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and P, as 9/97]. Since 0(Y) = 0ßeii0(Uß) = k[Tx,...,Ts,Ttru, i'en^iffl we
can regard D(Y) as a subalgebra of D(US) = k[Qx±l,..., Qs±l, Px,..., Ps] by Lemma

2.1. It is easy to show that D(US) = exeZ,D(UJ(X) where 7)(t/s)(X) = {x g

D(US) |[Q¡P„ x] = X,x for 1 < i < s}. We denote by ̂  the subring ^ = D(Us)(0) =

k[QxPx,...,QSPS] of D(US). Then .4 is exactly the set of homogeneous differential

operators on 0(US).

Lemma. Let R be a subring of D(US) containing A. If I is an ideal of R then

I = ®XeZJ(X)whereI(X)= {x e I\[Q,P„x] = X¡xfor 1 <i<^}.

Proof. Let Y = GY(Y)S. Then Y acts rationally on G(Y) = 0(US) and D(Y) =

7)(i/s). Furthermore the Lie algebra Lie T of T can be identified, as differential

operators on &(Y), with kQxPx + ■ ■ ■ +kQsPs. The action of Y on D(U7) gives the

following action of Lie Y:

t-dr[è,d]    for ¿g Lier, d^D(Uf).

Therefore, if R is a subring of D(U7) containing A, and I an ideal of R, then 7 and

R are stable under Lie Y and so are T-submodules of D(U%). Identifying the

character group of Y with Zv, we have 7 = ®^€Z,/(\) with I(X) as above, by

standard results.

We note also that R(X) çz QXA and R(Q) = A.

2.3. We next obtain a description of D(kA) where A is an arbitrary subsemigroup

of Zs. There is no loss of generality in assuming ZA = Zs. In kA set cê= {Tx \ X G

A}. Then kA^= &(US) = k[Tx±l,..., Ts±l]. We view D(kA) as a subring of D(US).

Note that for p g Zs we have Q,P, ■ T" = p,^.

Let Aq = Q[QXPX,. ■ -,QSPS] so A = Aq ®0 k. Elements of A define polynomial

functions from Zs ç Qs to k by the rule

e,P,(p) = p,    forpGZ'.

With this definition we have for / G A

f(QxPx,...,QsPs)-T'í=f(a)-T>í    forpGZ*.

Since we have identified Aq with the symmetric algebra on (Q1)*, we can now

regard an element / = f(xx,..., xs) g (QJ)* as an element / = f(QxPx,..., QSPS)

of AQ.

For a subset Í2 of Qs we write ann^Q = [f ^ A\f(w) = 0 for all we í¡).

Clearly ann^ Í2 = ann^ Í2 where S2 denotes the Zariski closure of Í2.

Theorem. Let A be a subsemigroup of Zs with ZA = Zs. Then

D(kA)=   0  DikA)iX)

where DikA)iX)= QxannAüiX) and S2(X) = {p g A|p + X <£ A}.

Proof. The direct sum decomposition is immediate from Lemma 2.2. It is also

clear that F>(Â:A)(X)c QXA. If f ^ A, then Qxf ■ T» = f(n)Tfl + x. By Lemma 2.1,

Qxf g A if and only if / vanishes on Q(X). This proves the result.
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2.4. We can regard &(Y) = k[Tx,...,Ts,T¡ 1: i g f)ßfEAß] as a semigroup alge-

bra /c2 where 2 is the semigroup 2 = {a g Zs\a¡ > 0 if /' £ n^eày8}. Let ß(X) =

{p g 2|X + p<£ 2}. Then we have D(Y) = exeZ, 7)(Y)(X) where D(Y)(X) =

QxannAQ(X).

Now Z>(Í7S) is the twisted group algebra of the group M = (Qx±l,..., Qfl) over

the subring 7)(f/s)(0) = A. As explained in the introduction the action of G on &(UJ

extends to an action of G on D(US) by the rule

ig-d)(f) = g(d(g-if))

for / G <P(US), ¿ e D((/s), and g g G. A simple computation shows that for

g = Í8i,---,gr) e G we have

r

gQj=Y\gî"Qj¡=i
and

r

g-J;=n ft""'',-
/= l

It follows from this that the subring A is invariant under G and that D(US)G is the

twisted group algebra of the subgroup Mx of G-fixed elements of M over ^4. It is

easy to see that Qx g M is G-fixed if and only if X g Zs n F, and thus we obtain

£(t/s)c= e 0(t/.)(M.
ieZ'ne

Since D(Y)G = D(Y)C\ D(US)G we obtain the following result.

Theorem.

D(Y)G=      0     D(Y)G(X)
X^Z'nv

where D(Y)G(X) = Q^ann^ ß(X), and ß(X) = {p g 2|p + X <£ 2}.

2.5. By identifying ZA with Z" we have Ä.ZA = fc^*1,.. ., t*1]. Let

Jt[ij,...,qn,P\,...,p„] be the nth Weyl algebra with generators q¡, py satisfying

[PiiQj] = ay- We regard this as the ring of differential operators on k[tx,..., t„]

where q¡ acts as multiplication by t, and py as 9/9r-. Let Bq = Q[qxpx,---,q„p„]

and B = BQ ®0 k. We may identify BQ with the symmetric algebra on (Q")*. The

next lemma will be used to find the Zariski closures of certain sets.

Lemma. Let A be a subsemigroup of Q" with QA = Q". For g G (Q")* and

b G Q set Ah = {X G A|g(X) = b). Suppose that

(i) A, * «f»,
(ii) dimQA0 = n - 1.

ThenAh={X^Q"\g(X) = b}.

Proof. It suffices to show that if /g Bq and /(Aft) = 0, then /(X) = 0 for all

X g Q" such that g(X) = b.
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We first prove the case b = 0. Write Xx = qxpx...., Xn = qnpn and introduce

new indeterminates Yx,..., Yn, T. Suppose
m

f(X+TY)=f(Xx + TYx,...,Xn+TYn)= £ T%(X,Y)
7 = 0

where g/ X, Y) G Q[XX,..., X,„ Yx,..., Y„].

For X,p g A0 and t a positive integer we have 0 = /(X + r/x) = L"L0tJg/iX, jti).

An argument using Vandermonde determinants shows that gy(X, ¡u) = 0 for each j.

Taking X = 0, u g A0, and t g Q+ we find that /(Q+A0) = 0 and so gy(X, p) = 0

for X, p g Q +A0. Then taking t = -1 we find that /(QA0) = 0. Since dim QA0 =

n — 1, this proves the case 6 = 0.

For the general case, there exists p G A such that g(p) = b, by (i). Define

/* g BQby f *(v) = f(v + p). Then/*(A0) = 0 so by the case b = 0, /*(QA0) =

0. If now X g Q" and g(X) = b then g(X - a) = 0. Therefore/(X) = /*(X - p) =

0 as required.

We can now describe the Zariski closed sets ß ( X ) of Theorem 2.4 as a union of

hyperplanes. For jäeA and /' £ ß define ß^,,(X) = {¡x g Qj|0 < p, < -X,, p, g

Z}. Then using Lemma 2.5 ß(X) = U^a Ujg^Œ^ ,(X). To describe ann/4ß(X),

set SMii = U/Jo' (Q¡P¡ -j) if /? g A, i í p\ X, < 0, and Sx/?, = 1 otherwise. Then

ann,,ß(X) = S\.4 where Sx = nß&AYlimßSXJ3i.
2.6. We next give a description of the ring D(kAß) wehre A^ is a semigroup of

the form A^ = Z" nf)i<sß 77, and ZA^ = Z". We may assume that the bounding

halfspaces of Q+A/8 are the H¡ with i £ ß. Then by Theorem 2.3, D(kAß) =

®x^z„qxannBUß(X), where oiß(X) = {/ie A^/i + Aí A^}. It is easily seen that

"/»(*) = UießUßA^) where ußJ(\) = {p G Aß\f(X + p) < 0}.

The next lemma shows that uß , ( X ) is a finite union of hyperplanes parallel to 77,°.

Lemma. Suppose i £ /?, 77, w a bounding halfspace of QA^, andf¡(X) < 0. T/ien

^7*7 =(^ Q-l/,0») e/,(Z") W 0 </,(M) < -/,(X)}.

Proof. The left side is contained in the right since f¡ is linear and the right side is

Zariski closed in Q".

We apply Lemma 2.5 with g = f¡. Suppose f¡(p) = b e/,.(Z") and 0 </,(p) <

—f¡(X). By Lemma 1.7, there is a v G A^ such that f¡(v) = b, so condition (i) of

Lemma 2.5 holds. Since Hf is a bounding hyperplane of QA^, condition (ii) holds.

We conclude that p g uß ¡(X).

2.7. By taking intersections over all ß g A, we can obtain the following descrip-

tion of D(YA/G).

Theorem. Suppose that for all ß g A, ZA^ = Z" and that for i <£ ß, H¡ is a

bounding halfspace of Q + Aß. Then

D(YA/G)=    0   D(YA/G)(u)
¡ieZ"

where D(YA/G)((i) = qxannBu(X), and u(X) =(Jß^sU,-mßußJ(\), and ußl(X)

is a union of hyperplanes as described in Lemma 2.6.
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2.8. We next investigate the map 8: D(Y)G -» 7)(7A/G). Let I be the ideal of

functions of A which vanish on QA. Then I is generated by linear polynomials, that

is by first order homogeneous differential operators.

Lemma. Assume Qxg g D(Uß)G where ÀeZ'n V, g e A. Then

(i) QXg e Kerög if and only ifg^I,

(ii) i/AíZA then Qxg g Ker8ß.

Proof, (i) Qxg g Ker8ß if and only if for all p g A^, 0 = Qxg ■ T» = g(¡x)Tx+».

This occurs if and only if g( A^) = 0. By an argument used in the proof of Lemma

2.5 this is equivalent to g(QA) = 0. Hence Qxg g Ker8ß if and only if g g I.

(ii) If X Í ZA and p g A^ then X + p <£ A^. Therefore g(Aß) = 0 and Qxg g

Kerögas in (i).

If QXg e D(Uß)G, and X g ZA, then the unique extension of 0ß(Qxg) to a

differential operator on kZA is given by

Oß(Qkg)t*l,t) = g(pK(X + ,i)    for p G ZA.

Here <i>: ZA -» Z" is the isomorphism of Proposition 1.3. It follows that if

x g DiUß)G n D(Uy)G then 6ß(x) = 8y(x) as elements of D(kZA). The map 8:

D(Y)G = f)D(Uß)G -> f)D(G(Uß)G) = D(Y¡JG) is obtained as the restriction of any

0ß, /3 g A.
Proof of Theorem B. The second part of the theorem follows from Lemmas 2.2

and 2.8 since Ker0 = D(Y)G n Ker8ß.

Using Corollary 1.6 the action of G on @(US) may be extended to an action of a

larger torus G' such that 6(Uß)G' = 0(Uß)G = kAß for all |3e4, and &(U,)G' =

kZA. By Theorem 2.4 we have D(Y)G' = ®X(EZAD(Y)G'(X) where D(Y)G'(X) =

D(Y)G(X) for X g ZA. By Lemma 2.8 8(D(Y)G(X)) = 0 unless X g ZA. Hence in

studying surjectivity we may replace D(Y)G with the subring D(Y)G. In other

words we can replace G by G' and assume ZA^ = Z! n V for all ß g A.

Let 0: D(US)G -» D(0(Us)G) be the map obtained from restriction of the differen-

tial operators. For any x G Z)(L^)C, 0(x) G D(0(Us)G) extends ö^x) g Z)(C((7^)c).

The ring  D(US)G is a skew group ring of the group M = {Qx\X<zz ZA}  over

B = k[QxPx.QsPs\- Therefore 8 is completely determined by its restriction to M

and B. We note that 0(U%)G is embedded in D(US)G as the subring spanned by

{QX\X g ZA} and in D(6(US)G) as the subring {qr*(X)|X G ZA}. Hence, we have

6(QX) = q'"<x> for all X g ZA. We claim the restriction of 6 to B is given by

9{QiPi)=fi{qiPi,---,qnPn)    forl < i < J.

Indeed if X g ZA we have

$(Q.p.) - t*<x> = \.t*<x> = (x,<i>-l)(<},(X))t^X)

= fi(qiPi,---,q„Pn)-t*<X).

We note that the restriction of 8 to A gives a surjective map from A to B. To see

this note that the linear map \p: Q" -» Q* has rank n, and so ip*: (Qv)* -» (Q")*

has rank n also. Hence the linear functionals f¡ = \p*x¡, 1 < / < s span(Q")* and so

the linear polynomials /, = 6(Q¡P¡) generate B.
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To prove the theorem observe that 8: D(Y)G -» D(Y^/G) will be surjective if and

only if for all X g ZA, the restriction of 8 to D(Y)G(X) -» Z)(7A/G)(4>(X)) is

surjective. Using Theorems 2.4 and 2.7 we see that 8 is surjective if and only if for

all X g ZA we have 8iannAQ{X)) = annBw(<f>(X)).

We first show that condition (a) is necessary for surjectivity. If (a) fails then for

some /', j g a, /' # j, we have cf¡ = f for some c > 0. Choose X g ZA with X, < 0.

Then ß(X) contains the hyperplanes Jf7¡° and J^.°. Therefore ff G fltann^ ß(X)),

but f,:í 0(ann^ ß(X)). Therefore 8 is not surjective, since annBw(^>(X)) is a

semiprime ideal.

Henceforth we assume that (a) holds. We have

0(ann,, ß(X)) = annB(ß(X) n QA),

since now distinct hyperplanes in ß(X) now have distinct intersections with QA.

Since we always have 8(annA ß(X)) c annBio(4>(X)) it now suffices to show that

conditions (b) and (c) hold if and only if for all X g ZA we have ß(X) n QA

<= "(<p(X)). _

Suppose that (b) and (c) hold. If 77 is a hyperplane contained in ß(X) O QA,

there exists i £ nfleAß with x,(X) < 0 and an integer b with 0 < b < -x,(X) such

that

77= (pG QA\Xj(fi) > 0for/<£   f)  ß and x,(p) = b\.

We have i g a, so by (b) ker/, = kerx, Pi QA is a bounding hyperplane of QA^

for some jSei Since /(ZA) = Z, we obtain 77 c wß ,(4>(X)) c «^(^(X)) as

required.

Conversely, suppose that some induced hyperplane QA n kerx, is not a bound-

ing hyperplane of Q + Aß for any ß g A. Choose X g ZA with /(X) < 0. Then the

hyperplane {¡u g QA|/(p) = 0} is contained in ß(X) n QA but not in (^(^(X))

for any ß. Hence condition (b) is necessary for surjectivity.

Finally assume conditions (a) and (b) hold, but that (c) fails. Then for some

induced hyperplane QA n kerx, of Q + A/S, ß G A, we have x,(ZA) = aZ with

a > 1. Choose X g ZA with /(X) < 0. Then the hyperplane {p g QA|/(p) = 1}

is contained in fi(X) n QA but not in wfl(<i>(X)) for any ß. This shows conditions

(a)-(c) are necessary for surjectivity and completes the proof of Theorem B.

2.9. Examples. We first give some examples to illustrate the independence of

conditions (a)-(c) of Theorem B, part 1. We suppose that G = GL(l)r acts on

<P(US) = klT^,...,^*1] by the rule g • T}■ = Y\¡g?»Tj where (a:j) is an rXs

matrix with integer entries.

(a) Suppose r = 1, s = 2, (a¡¡) = (1 -1), and A = {<f>}. Then Tx g Q(G^) =

k[Tx, T2] is G-invariant if and only if X g Z + (l, 1) = A. Clearly the halfspaces in Q2

defined by xx ^ 0 and x2 ^ 0 give the same induced halfspaces of QA. Hence

condition (a) of Theorem B fails. It is easily verified that conditons (b) and (c) hold.

(b) Suppose r = 1, s = 3, (au) = (1 1 -2), and A = {</>}. Then Tx g 0(U^)

= k[Tx, T2, T3] is G-invariant if and only if X belongs to the semigroup A generated

by (2,0,1), (0,2,1) and (1,1,1). We note that the induced halfspace of QA defined
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by x3 > 0 is not a bounding halfspace of Q +A. Therefore condition (b) of Theorem

B fails. It is easily checked that conditions (a), (c) of Theorem B hold. Note that if

we let A = {{3}} instead, then 0(U{3]) = k[Tx, T2, T3±l] and the halfspace of QA

defined by x3 > 0 is no longer an induced halfspace. Hence conditions (a)-(c) of

Theorem B hold in this case. Also we have ViU^)0 = &(U,3])G.

(c) Suppose r = 1, í - 3, (a¡¡) = (1 2 -4) and A = {{3}}. Then 0(U{3])G =

kA where A is the semigroup generated by (4,0,1), (2,1,1), and (0,2,1). Conditions

(a), (b) of Theorem B hold, but xx ^ 0 defines an induced halfspace of Q + A and

Xj(ZA) = 2Z. Note also that G satisfies the dimension equality and contains the

pseudoreflection (-1,1,1) which fixes the hyperplane defined by xx = 0.

(d) Finally, we give an example to show that the definition of D(YA/G) depends

on A. Let r = 1, s = 3, (o/y) = (1 1 -2). We have seen in (b) that 6(U^7)G =

G(U{3))G and the map D(&(U{3]))G -» D(0(U^)G) is surjective. Hence PxP2Q3l g

D(6(U^))G induces a differential operator on 0(U^)G. On the other hand we have

&(U{X))G = k[Tx%,Tx2T3] and PxP2Q3l ■ T{% = -T^Tf1 í 0(U{X])G. Hence

D(6(U^)G)^ D(0(U(X])G). Now we can write U<t>= U^U U[X]. Thus with A = {<j>}

and A' = {<f>, {1}}, we have Y = (Jß^Uß = U/8eA-L¡8 and D(Yà/G) £ D(Y¿,/G).

3. Centers.

3.1. We denote the center of a ring R by Z(R), and the Ore quotient ring of R by

Q(R) when it exists. Let 7? be a subring of D(US) = k[Qf\..., Qs±l, Px,..., Ps]

containing A = k[QxPx,...,QsPs]. By Lemma 2.2, R = ©XeZ.,Ä(X) where R(\)

= {x g R\[Q¡P¡,x] = X,x for 1 < / < s}. Let A = {X g ZS<\R(X) * 0}, and S =

k[QxPx.QSPS, Qx; X g ZA]. We denote by GK(7i) the Gelfand-Kirillov dimen-

sion of R; see [KL].

Lemma. With the above notation GK(R) = s + rank(ZA).

Proof. We may assume that R is finitely generated as a /:-algebra. Since R c S,

we have GK(7?) < GK(5). A straightforward calculation shows that GK(,S) = s +

rank(ZA).

Suppose Xx,...,Xr are Z-linearly independent elements of A, where r =

rank(ZA). Choose a finite-dimensional subspace IFof 7? containing 1, QXPX, ■ ■., QSPS

and such that WnR(X¡)*0 for i = l,...,r. Let Rm(X)= Wm D R(X). For

X = £a,X, g EZ + X, define |X| = La¡. Clearly 7?|X|(X) ¥= 0 for all X e EZ+X,.

Since the number of monomials of degree at most d in s indeterminates is (J,+ i/) we

see that dim Rm(X) > (, + m/|X|), for m > |X|. Therefore dim IF"' > E(s + m5:|X|), where

the sum is over all X g EZ+X, with |X| < m. By induction on r it is possible to

show that the right side is bounded below by a polynomial in m of degree s + r.

Hence GK( 7?) > s + r and this proves the lemma.

3.2. Corollary, (i) Suppose G = GL(l)r acts faithfully on ks. Then GK(D(Y)G)

= 2s — r.

(ii) Let Y = (JUß and suppose the common quotient field of the rings &(Uß)G has

transcendence degree n over k. Then GK(D(Y^/G)) = 2n.
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Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 3.1, and Theorems 2.4 and 2.7.

It follows from [KL, Theorem 4.12(a)] and Lemma 3.1 that Q(R) exists.

3.3. Lemma. With the above notation Q(R) = 0(5).

Proof. Since R c S, and S is a domain, it suffices to show S c g(J?). If A g A,

there exists a g A, a * 0 such that Qxa g 7?. Since A c R, it follows that Qx g

Q(R). Hence g* s Q(R) for X g ZA and S c Q(R).

Now suppose gx,...,gr form a basis for the kernel of the restriction map

(Q/)*-» (QA)*, and choose hx,..., h, e (Qs)*, f = s - r so that gl;...,gr,

hx,...,h, form a basis of (QJ)*. We regard the elements gy and h¡ as elements of

-4 = k[QxPx,. ..,QSPS]. Then ,4 is a polynomial ring in hx,...,h! over C —

k[gx, - - -, gr\-

Theorem C. With the above notation Z(R) = C.

Proof. We show first that C ç Z(S). Since S is the twisted group algebra of

{<3X|X g ZA} over A, it is enough to show that [Qx, gf\ = 0 for X g ZA and

1 < j < r. Now

{Qx,gj] = Qx{gj(QiPv-;QsPs)-gj(Q1Pi + h,~,QsPs + K)}

= Qx{gj(QiPi,-,QS,) -gj{QiPi,...,QA) -gjW)— 0,

as g is a linear polynomial and g7(X) = 0.

Since C ç 7? c S, it is now sufficient to prove that Z(R) çz C. Note that if

x g Z(R), then [£, x] = 0 for all | g LieT = kQxPx + ■■■ +kQsPs. Hence x g

7c(0) = A.

We let < denote the natural partial order on (Z+)', that is for a,ß G (Z + )',

a < ß if and only if a, < /?, for 1 < /' < /.

Suppose x = Lß<=(z+yzßhß ̂  A is central in 7? where zß g C. If x £ C, then

zß =jfc 0 for some ^ > 0. We choose an element a G (Z+)' maximal under the partial

order < such that za & 0. Suppose a, ¥= 0. Since the restrictions of hx,..., ht form

a basis for (QA)*, there exists X G ZA such that /iy(X) = 0 if j # i and /i,(X) # 0.

Since x g Z(7?) and 5 C Q(R) we have

0= [x,Qx] = Qx{zZzß{h'3(QxPx + Xx,...,QsPs + Xs)-h'i(QxPx,...,QsPs))).
y ß >

For any ß we have

hß(Q1Pl + \l,...,QsPs + K)-hß(QlPl,...,QsPs)

= ßih,iX)hß'iQxPx,..., QSPS) -flower degree terms

whKeß' = (ß1,...,ßi_vßi-l,ßi+l,...,ßt).

For ß ¥= a, none of the above terms involves ha and it follows that the coefficient

of h"' in the above sum is a,7i,(X)za =*= 0. This contradiction shows that Z(R) çz C

which proves the theorem.
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3.4. We now specialize Theorem C to the rings D(Y)G and D(YA/G). The fixed

ring 0(US)G is the group algebra of As = (X g Z"|m,(X) = 0} where the m¡ g

(Q1)* are given by equation (2) of §1. In the notation of Theorem 2.4, As = Zs n V.

This gives the first part of the following corollary.

Corollary. With the above notation

(i)Z(D(Y)G) = k[mx,...,mr].

(ii) Z(D(YA/G)) = k.

Proof. Part (ii) follows from Theorem C and Theorem 2.7.

3.5. Recall that for X g Z1 n V, ann^A) = SXA, where Sx is defined after

Lemma 2.5.

Lemma. Assume G satisfies the dimension equality on &(Uß) for ¡Sei. For

I < / < r, let I, = L'k = xmkA. Then SXA n J, = SXI,.

Proof. If Q¡P¡ - j is a factor of Sx then for some /3eA and / £ ß we have

X, < 0 and 0 < _/ < -X,. Since X g QA and x,(X) = X, we have QA $£ kerx,, and

clearly QA % ker(x, -/) if / ¥= 0. Hence (Q¡P¡ - j) <£ Ir which is the ideal of

functions of A that vanish on QA = V. Therefore iQ¡P¡ — j) £ I¡. Since f is a

prime ideal of A it follows that Sx € I, and SXA C\ I, = Sx7/.

3.6. Note that if G satisfies the dimension equality on 0(Uß), ß g A, then Ir = I

is the ideal used in the proof of Theorem B. We can now reformulate Theorem B in

this case.

Corollary. Assume G satisfies the dimension equality on &iUß), |8eA. Let 6:

DiY)G -» D(TA/G) be the natural map.

(1)0 is surjective if and only if

(a) The induced halfspaces of QA are distinct and are precisely the bounding

halfspaces of the convex cones Q +A^, ß g A.

(b)7/  QAnJÉy    w a bounding halfspace of  Q + A/3,   i/ie«  G contains no

nonidentity pseudoreflection fixing the hyperplane defined by x; = 0.

(2) Ker0 = D(Y)GI = D(Y)G(Ker8 n Z(7)(y)c)).

Proof. (1) follows immediately from Theorem B and Lemma 1.9.

(2) Theorem B gives Ker0 = D(US)GI n D(Y)G. In particular 7 ç Ker0. Also

I c Z(D(Y)G) by Corollary 3.4. If g g ,4 and Qxg g (Ker0)(X), we have g g SxA

n / = SA7. Therefore 0xg g gA5A7 ç 7)(F)C7. Together with Lemma 2.2 this

proves (2).

3.7. In later applications we shall often require the conditions of the corollary to

be sastisfied. It is important to know that we can do this without changing the ring

D(YA/G) up to isomorphism.

Proposition. Suppose the torus G acts on Y = (JßEAUß. Then there is a set of

subsets 2 of s such that if X = U^ e 2 Uß, then there is an action of a possibly larger

torus G' on X such that

(i)D(X,/G')=D(YA/G).
(ii) G' satisfies the dimension equality on ß(Uß), ß G 2.

(iii) The map 0: D(X)G -» D(XWG') is surjective.
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Proof. We define an equivalence relation - on a = a(A) by i - j for i, j g a if

and only if / = af for some a > 0. Let y be a set of representatives for the

equivalence classes of ~ . For ß G A, we can choose a set ß' containing ß such that

the bounding halfspaces of Q+A/8 = Q + A^. have the form {QA n/; | / g s\/?'}

and (s\/3')cy. Let 2 = {ß' \ß g A}. If X = \Jß,^Uß,, then G acts on X,

conditions 1(a) and (b) of Theorem B now hold, and we have (P(Uß-)G = d(Uß)G for

all ß. By embedding G in a larger torus, we may assume the dimension equality

holds on &(Uß) for all ß g 2. Since these reductions do not change the fixed rings

we have C\ße A D( 0(Uß)G) = fy e 2 D(0(Uß,)G).

To obtain condition 1(c) of Theorem B, we apply Lemma 1.8. Since we replace

6(Uß-)G' by an isomorphic ring some care must be taken. Suppose 0: Qs -* Qs is

the isomorphism of Lemma 1.8. We obtain an isomorphism, also denoted by <j> from

Â:ZA to Â:c/>ZA. The map <f>*: D(kZA) -> D(k<t>ZA) defined by (<p*d)(f) =
<¡>idi$~lf)) is an isomorphism, and using Lemma 2.1, we can show that <f>* maps

nßezD(kAß,)ontoOß,ezD(k<!>Aß,).

4. Graded rings.

4.1. We filter the rings D(Y)G and D{YA/G) by the order of the differential

operators. In D(US) we let i, denote the span of all differential operators of order at

most t, and 2, = S, n D(Y). Then £, is the free C((7s)-module generated by

monomials in QXPX,..., QSPS of degree at most t. We also set.2_x = S_x = 0. Then

GrD(Y)=   0 -^- c GtD(Us) =   0-/-.
i>0  -*f-l e(-l

The action of G preserves the filtrations {Si,} and {$,}, and hence G acts on

Gr7)(T)by

g-(a+@t_x) = (g-a + ®t_1)    for a G 2,.

We may filter D(Y)G by the subspaces 2, n 7)(T)C, and it follows that

/   ,   ,c\     ^   7)(y)cn^, (z)(y)cn^) +®,_x
Gr(D(Y)G) =   0 —^-'- =   0   V 'y-L_L

v ->ofl(y)cnjH      /To ®,-i

= (Gr7)(y))c.

In the ring D(kZA) = k[qx±1,.. .,q„±x, px,-- ■, p„] we let E, denote the span of

all differential operators of order at most /, and D, = E, C\ D(YA/G). Then Et is the

free A:ZA-module generated by monomials in qxpx,..., qnpn of degree at most t. As

before

Gr(D(YA/G))=   0 D,/D,_xçz   0 E,/E,_x = Gr(D(kZA)).

It follows from the proof of Theorem B that the map 0: D(Y)G -> DiYA/G)

preserves the filtrations defined above, that is 0(^, n 7)(y)G) ç D, for all r > 0.

Hence there is an induced map Gr0: Gr(D(Y)G) -+ Gr(D(YA/G)) defined by

Gr0(a + (3)t_x n D(Y)G)) = 8(a) + D,_x  for a g 2, n 7)(y)G. It is routine to
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check that Gr0 is surjective if and only if 0 is surjective and that the diagram

7)(y)c i        DiYA/G)

n,l |n2

Gr D(Y)G     ™     Gr D(YA/G)

commutes. Here if a G (2, Pi D(Y)G)\(2l_x n D(Y)G) we define Ylx(a) = a +

(2,_x n D(Y)G). The map II2 is defined similarly.

Theorem. The graded rings Gr(D(Y)G) = (GrD(Y))G and Gr(D(YA/G)) are

finitely generated commutative k-algebras.

Proof. The graded ring of Gr D(Y) = k[Xx,..., Xs, Yx,..., Ys, Xfl; /' g fl^ A /3]

is a localization of a commutative polynomial ring at some of the indeterminates,

and G = GL(l)r acts linearly on the subspace spanned by Xx,..., Xs, Yx,..., Ys. A

well-known result from invariant theory, [Hu, §14, Exercise 2] implies that the fixed

ring (GrD(Y))G is finitely generated as a ^-algebra.

To show that GrD(YA/G) is finitely generated, we may assume the map 0 is

surjective by Proposition 3.7. Hence Gr0 is also surjective and the result follows.

4.2. The following is well known; see [V, I, Proposition 7] for example.

Proposition. Let R be a k-algebra which has a filtration k çz R0çz Rx çz ••• c

Rn Q ■■■ Q U„>0 R„ = R such that the associated graded ring Gr R =

®n>0Rn/Rn^xis a finitely generated commutative k-algebra. Then

(i) R is (left and right) Noetherian.

(ii) R is finitely generated as a k-algebra.

Theorem A now follows immediately from Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.2.

4.3. We next show that the kernel of Gr0 is Hj(Ker0). For this we need the

following lemma.

Lemma. Let \p: Qs —> Q" be an epimorphism of vector spaces, and extend \p to a

map k[Xx,..., Xs] -* k[xx,...,x„], also denoted by \p, where XX,...,XS and

xx,..., xn are bases for Qs and Q" respectively. If g = g(Xx,..., Xs) is a homoge-

neous polynomial of degree t, and degxpg < t, then \pg = 0.

Proof. We can by renumbering assume that \pXx,..., 4/Xn form a basis for Q".

Then for n + 1 < / < s we have

n

X¡ -  £ aijXj e Ken//    for some a¡¡ g k.

7 = 1

Hence we may write

g(Xx,...,Xi.) = glxx,...,X„, ia„+1JXj,..., iasjXj\ + g2(Xu...,X,)

= gl(X1,...,X„) + g2(X1,...,Xs)
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where g2 g ker i// and gx is either zero or a homogeneous polynomial of degree t in

Xx,...,Xn. The result follows since the restriction of \p to k[Xx,...,Xn] is an

isomorphism which preserves degrees.

4.4. Theorem. KerGr0 = n^Ke^).

Proof. It is clear that II^Ke^) ç KerGr0. Suppose y g KerGr0. We may

assume that y = Ylx(x), where x = T,xez'nvQXg\ e D(Y)G and each gx is a

homogeneous polynomial of degree t in QXPX,...,QSPS. Then 6(Qxgx) = 0 for

A <£ ZA, so 0(IXeZ.nKoXgx) = IxezA?*(X)ö(*x)- Since y g KerGr0 we have

0(x) G D,__x, so each polynomial 0(gx) nas degree < r - 1 in the variables

qxpx,...,q„p„. By the proof of Theorem B, the restriction of 0 to a map from A to

B is a map of the type described in Lemma 4.3. It follows that 0(gx) = 0 for each A

and so x g Ker0 and y G n^Ke^).

4.5. We draw a further consequence from this. Recall that a sequence of elements

xx,..., xr in a commutative ring R is an R-sequence provided T.r¡=1x¡R ^ 7? and for

each i = I,..., r the image of x, in R/YJf^XjR is a nonzero divisor (see [K, 3.1]).

Lemma. Assume G satisfies the dimension equality on 0(Uß) for ß G A. Then

Ker Gr 0 is generated by an R-sequence.

Proof. We can write A = k[mx,...,mr,hx,...,h,] where mx,...,mr generate

the ideal of A consisting of functions which vanish on QA. Then D(US)C =

®xeZAZ)^s)G(X) where D(US)G(X) = QXA. Let Xx = Ylx(Qx), Z, = Ylx(m,) for

1 < i < r, and Z, = Ylx(h¡^r) for r + 1 < / < r + t = j. Then

GrZ)(t/s)C = A:[A\Z„XG ZA,1 < ; < i]

= A:[Xx][Z1,...,Zj    a polynomial ring over k[Xx].

Now D(Y)G is a subring of D(US)G and we have

GrZ)(y)c=   0 ^n1(sx)^[z1,...,zj.
AeZA

By Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 3.4, KerGr0 is the ideal of GrD(Y)G generated by

Zx,..., Zr. By the proof of Lemma 3.5 we have

/ /

Ylx(Sx)k[Zx,...,Zs]n  Y,Zik[Zx,...,Zs] = Ylx(Sx)\Y,Zik[Zx,...,Zs]
1=1 1=1

for 1 < / < r and hence

I GrZ)(í/s)CZ,nGr£)(y)C=   £ GrD(Y)GZ¡.
i-l ,=1

Since the elements Zx,...,Zr form an 7?-sequence in the ring GrD(US)G it

follows from the equality above that they form an 7?-sequence in GrD(Y)G.

4.6. Our next aim is to show that the graded rings GrD(Y)G and GrD(YA/G) are

Gorenstein rings. We have

GrZ)(y) = À: Xx,...,Xs,Yx,...,Ys,X-';i^   D  ß
Sei
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and G acts on V = span{ Xx,..., Xs, Yx,..., Ys} as a subgroup of SL( V). Hence the

fact that D(Y)G is Gorenstein follows from the following which is a slight extension

of a result of R. P. Stanley [S, p. 81].

Theorem. Assume the torus G acts as a diagonal subgroup of SL(F) where V = ks.

For a fixed subset ß of {1,2,..., s} let U = {v G V \ v,■* 0 // i G ß}. Then &(U)G

is a Gorenstein ring.

We can assume that 0(U) = k[Tx±x, ...,Tt±l,Tt+x,..., Ts], and that as explained

in §1, 6(U)G is a semigroup algebra kA where A has the form

A = {¿>g Z'x(Z+)s~'\f,(b) = 0forl<f «£/•}

for certain linear equations f¡(xx,..., xs) = Ej=x a¡]xJ g (Qs)*.

A subsemigroup M of Z+ will be called a positive toroidal semigroup if it is the set

of solutions in nonnegative integers to a system of homogeneous linear equations

with integer coefficients and there exists an element m = (mx,...,ms) G M with

m¡ > 0 for each /'. If M is a positive toroidal semigroup, an element m =

(m1,...,wJ)GMisa minimal positive element provided w, > 0 for each /', and

whenever n = (n1;..., ns) G M with n¡ > 0 for each /', we have m¡ < n¡. Theorem

4.6 is deduced from the following result of Stanley.

4.7. Theorem. If M is a positive toroidal semigroup, then kM is a Gorenstein ring if

and only if M has a unique minimal positive element.

Proof. [S, Theorem 6.7].

4.8. Lemma. If 6UJ)G = kA where G ç SL(F) as in Theorem 4.6 then kA =

ikM)vis a localization of a semigroup algebra kM, where M is isomorphic to a positive

toroidal semigroup with a unique minimal positive element.

Together with Theorem 4.7, and the fact that a localization of a Gorenstein ring is

again a Gorenstein ring [K, Exercise 12, p. 164], this will prove Theorem 4.6.

Proof of Lemma 4.8. The hypothesis G çz SL(F) is equivalent to the fact that

Ey=1a,7 = 0 for 1 < ; ^ r. That is fx,...,fr belong to the subspace W of (Qs)*

spanned by xx - x2, x2 - x3,..., xJ_1 - xs. Yet (/>, ) be the row reduced form of

the matrix (a(..) and g,(x) = Y.b¡jxj. Then g, g W for each i, and A is the set of

solutions in Z' X (Z + )s'"' to the equations g,(x) = 0.

As usual the variables Xj corresponding to a column of (¿»¿ ■) containing a leading

one are called leading variables, and the others are nonleading variables. We can

assign the nonleading variables arbitrary values and solve for the leading variables.

Moreover the value of a leading variable xy is determined by the values of the

nonleading variables xk with k > /. Therefore we can assign a value zero to every

variable x with / > t + 1 and assign the remaining nonleading variables arbitrary

values.

For each nonleading variable x/ with 1 < / < /, we obtain in this way a solution

ßj = ißjX_, ßJs) g A with ßjj a positive integer and ßjk = 0 if k > t + 1 or xk is

any nonleading variable with k # /.
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Let M be the subsemigroup of A given by

M = {b = <zz Z'x(Z+)I_'|/;.(è) = 0,l < /< r and bj^O

if x is a nonleading variable with 1 < / < r}

and let ^ be the multiplicatively closed subset of kM generated by the set ( Tß->}.

Then it follows easily that kA = ikM)%.

It remains to show that M has the properties claimed. By changing notation, we

may assume that

M= {b<EZ»xiZ + y-p\b,=f,(bp + x,...,bs)forl^i^p

wdgj(bp+1,...,bs) = 0,j<Bj}

where as before x, - f¡ixp+x,..., xs) and gj(xp+x,..., xs) belong to W. To see this

first regroup all the variables which are constrained to be nonnegative at the end,

and relabel them as xp+x,...,xs. Then relabel the leading variables Xj with

1 </ < t as xx,...,x and express their dependence on xp+x,...,xs by the

equations x, = /(x +1,..., xs). Any further relations between the x +l, ...,xs are

expressed by certain equations gjix +x,..., xs) = 0, where / runs over some index

set J.

Suppose f¡(xp+ !,..., xs)'= T.k^p + Xcikxk where clk g Q and choose m g Z such

that m + c¡k > 0 for each i and k. For 1 < / < p define /i,(x) = x, + niY,sk=p + xxk

and let f : Q* -» Q* be the linear map defined by

$(bx,...,bs)={hx(b),...,hp(b),bp+l,...,bs).

It is easily checked that f is an isomorphism and that

UM)=licx,...,cs)^Z7\c,=f,icp + x,...,cs) + m   t    ck
I k=p+l

for 1 < i < p and g/c^+x,..., cs) = 0, / g J\.

Hence M is isomorphic to the positive toroidal semigroup f(Af ). For 1 < /' <p, let

a, = /(l, 1, . . . , 1) + m(s - p). Then since g. g IF it follows that

(alt...,ap, 1,1,...,1) is the unique minimal positive element of f(M). This com-

pletes the proof.

Theorem D. The graded rings GrDiY)G and Gr7)( YA/G) are Gorenstein rings.

Proof. The fact that GrDiY)G is Gorenstein now follows directly from Theorem

4.6. To prove GrD(YA/G) is Gorenstein we may assume by Proposition 3.7 that G

satisfies the dimension equaltiy on O(Uß) for ß g A, and the map 0: D(Y)G -*

D(YA/G) is surjective. Hence the map Gr0: GrD(Y)G -* GrD(YA/G) is surjective,

and by Lemma 4.5 the kernel of Gr0 is generated by an 7?-sequence. It follows that

GrFJ(yA/G) is Gorenstein by [K, Exercise 13, p. 164].
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4.9. The fact that these graded rings are Gorenstein can be used to apply a result

of Levasseur, which we explain next.

Let A be a filtered ring such that the associated graded ring B is commutative

Noetherian with Kd(7?) = co, where Kd denotes Krull dimension. If M is a finitely

generated A -module, we may filter M in such a way that the associated graded

module Gr(M) is a finitely generated B = Gr(,4)-module, and we set d(M) =

Kd(fiGr(M)). We set grade(M) = inl{i\YxfA(M, A) + 0}. We say that B is of

pure dimension w if for every maximal ideal m of B, Kd(7?„,) = co. The next result is

[L2, Théorème 4.4].

Theorem. Suppose that B is a Gorenstein ring of pure dimension co. Then for any

finitely generated, nonzero A-module M, we have d(M) + grade(M) = co.

In addition the left and right injective dimensions of A are finite and equal to p < co.

4.10. We note that if B is a finitely generated domain over a field k, and

Kd(7?) = co, then B has pure dimension co. This follows from Noether's normaliza-

tion lemma and the going up and going down theorems.

It is therefore of interest to compute the Krull dimensions of the graded rings of

Theorem D. More generally in the next lemma we assume that R is a subring of

D(US) = k[Qx±x,..., Q±\ Pv..., Ps] containing A = k[QxPx,..., QSPS). By Lemma

2.2, R = exeZJ7?(X) where R(X) = {x g R\[Q„ P¡,x] = X¡x}. Let A = {Xg

Zs | RiX) # 0}, and suppose rank(ZA) = r.

Yet to, be the span of all differential operators of order at most t in D(US) and

Gr(D(UJ) = © S,/S,_x. If x S St - S,_x we define n(x) = (x + t?,)/S,_x. Then

Gr(R) = n(7<)isasubringofGr(7)(<ys)).

If Gr(7?) is a finitely generated /c-algebra, Kd(Gr(7?)) = trdeg^íGríT?)), the

transcendence degree of Gr(R) over k. We compute this next.

Lemma. With the above notation trdeg^GriT?)) = s + r.

Proof. Let S = k[QxPx,...,QnPn,Qx,X g ZA]. Then R cz S, Gr(R)cz Gr(S),

and trdeg^GriS1)) = s + r. It suffices to show that Gr(R) and Gr(5) have the

same quotient fields, and this is proved in the same way as Lemma 3.3.

4.11. Corollary, (i) Suppose G = GL(l)r acts faithfully on k". Then

KdGrD(Y)G = 2s - r.

(ii) Let Y = DUß and suppose the common quotient field of the rings &(Uß)G has

transcendence degree n over k. Then KdGrD(YA/G) = 2m.

Proof. Since GrZ>(y)c and GrD(YA/G) are finitely generated /c-algebras by

Theorem 4.1, this follows from Lemma 4.10 and Theorems 2.4 and 2.7.
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